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Cardiff University Symphony Orchestra 

Sinfonietta Op. 34 (1966)

1. Sinfonietta Op. 34 Mov. I  

2. Sinfonietta Op. 34 Mov. II  

3. Sinfonietta Op. 34 Mov. III  

4. From the Darkness (2012)  

5. Threnody (1916)

6. Totentanz (Final Version, 1881)

Sinfonietta (1966) William Mathias (1934-1992)

William Mathias was born in Whitland, Dyfed. He studied at the University College of Wales, and

subsequently at the Royal Academy of Music. From 1970-1988 he was Head of the Music Department

at the University College of North Wales, Bangor. Mathias musical language embraced both

instrumental and vocal forms with equal success, and he addressed a large and varied audience both

in Britain and abroad. He was also known as a conductor and pianist, and gave or directed many

premières of his own works. He was made CBE in the 1985 New Year's Honours. Mathias wrote his

Sinfonietta, initially called Dance Suite for the Leicestershire Schools Symphony Orchestra in late

1966, and it received its first performance at Leicester De Montfort Hall during the 1967 Schools

Festival. The writing in the outer movements is rhythmic, vibrant and energetic which suits well the

spirit of the students it was written for. The middle movement is beautifully orchestrated around various

solos in the wind and percussion sections, and has an obvious blues influence. A roaring trombone

section glissando brings the finale to an effervescent conclusion.

From the Darkness (2012) Yfat Soul Zisso (1987)

From  the Darkness focuses on exploring the different angles of a particular musical colour. It is based

on the dark chords we hear in the beginning, yet by exploring the different angles of that colour we

realise that it is comprised of much brighter shades, so much that when we return to one of the original

chords from the beginning they don't seem as dark, very much like looking back on a rough patch

you've had in life and realising all the good that has come out of it, even though you didn't notice it at

the time.

Y.S.Z. 
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Cardiff University Synphony Orchestra Myfanwy Dymond (Leader)

Music has a long-established history at Cardiff University, being one of the original departments when

the University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire (as Cardiff University was then known)

opened its doors in 1883 and has one of the longest traditions in the UK (after Oxford and Cambridge)

of offering opportunities to study music. The School of Music at Cardiff University is one of the most

vibrant in the UK and is currently home to about 240 undergraduate and 40 postgraduate students.

The School’s Symphony Orchestra was formed over 50 years ago and offers opportunities to students

from all Cardiff University academic Schools to perform alongside their colleagues in the School of

Music. 

Mark Eager became condutor of the orchestra in 2008. In 2013 he began work on a series of

innovative projects with younger ensembles promoting and preserving largely accessible

contemporary music and this is the first in a seires on the Prima Facie New Series label

(PFNSCD001). More releases are planned for 2014/2015 and details can be found at

primafacie.ascrecords.com

Yfat Soul Zisso (born 1987)

Ever since commencing on her music studies at the relatively late age of 15, Soul has been dedicated

to her dream of becoming a composer. She graduated from Cardiff University, studying with Arlene

Sierra and Robert Fokkens and for a brief time studying with Alison Kay, before commencing her

Masters degree in composition at Birmingham Conservatoire under the tuition of Joe Cutler and

Howard Skempton. Her music, which has been described as "curiously original" (Wales Online) and

having "real character and sensitivity" (Wales Arts Review), has been performed by the likes of BBC

National Orchestra of Wales, Orchestra of the Swan, the Fidelio Trio and Sinfonia Newydd in a wide

range of venues such as Wells Cathedral, Hoddinott Hall and Stratford Town Hall, along with being

performed at the Cheltenham Music Festival. Her interests range from the use of different musical

soundworlds and textures to children’s books and the exploration of various extended techniques. She

is also interested in writing for dance and has composed music for Rambert Dance's Vintage Rambert

project. In addition to composing, she is also a singer, having been a member of BBC National Chorus

of Wales for three years, and a choral conductor, having conducted several student choirs.   
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Threnody for the Passing of Branwen (1916) Morfydd Owen

(1891–1918)

Morfydd Owen was born in Treforest and studied composition privately with Dr David Evans before

winning a scholarship to Cardiff University. She then went on to study with Frederick Corder at the

Royal Academy of Music where she won many scholarships and awards.

Owen was appointed to the teaching staff at the RAM and began to establish herself in London musical

life both as a composer and as a mezzo-soprano, but what promised to be a brilliant career was

tragically cut short by her death from appendicitis just before her 27th birthday.

In May/June 1916 Owen wrote music for a stage work called The Passing of Branwen, the inspiration

for which was most certainly the episode in the Mabinogion in which the Princess Branwen dies of a

broken heart. This short piece for string orchestra is beautifully and inventively scored with Owen

expressing her emotions freely. The piece starts with a simple, heart-rending melody, which builds to

a passionate climax. The ensemble then divides, with second players asked to add mutes and play the

melody, doubled over three octaves, ‘ppp’ in the very high register. This creates a surreal, almost

heavenly sound, which is both innovative and original. A somewhat hopeful descending pizzicato scale

then interrupts, but is followed by a rather shocking dynamic change, presumably indicating a death

blow. The music fades but for one last gasp as Branwen passes.

Totentanz (Final Version, 1881) Franz Liszt (1811–1886)

In 1849, when he first sketched Totentanz (Dance of Death), Franz Liszt was on the cusp of finally

transforming himself from ‘great piano virtuoso’ into ‘great composer’. It was certainly true that a

decade or so earlier, ‘composer’ would not always have been the first term that came to mind when

Liszt was mentioned. Some lesscharitable contemporaries may instead have suggested ‘tireless self-

publicist’, or even ‘celebrated philanderer’. In fact, Liszt’s metamorphosis into a composer first and

foremost had been completed only when he had decided to withdraw from the hectic life of a touring

virtuoso, and to settle down as Kapellmeister in the small town of Weimar.  There he intended to create

a body of original compositions worthy of his talent, spurred along by his new partner, Princess Carolyn

von Sayn-Wittgenstein, an unquestioning idolater of his creative genius.  She would sit opposite Liszt

in the study of the house they shared in Weimar, writing an almost interminable multi-volume history

of the Catholic Church, while simultaneously checking that her companion’s attention was riveted on

his manuscript paper. ‘It’s not talent for composition that Liszt lacks’, she would tell frieends, ‘just the

ability to sit on his backside and get on with it!’ Partly owing to the Princess’s novel method of nurturing

his artistic ambitions, Liszt’s output during his Weimar years was prodigious. Most of his finest music

dates from this period. Including Totentanz (Dance of Death), although the initial idea for such a piece

was inspired many years before by Orcagna’s frescos of The Last Judgement that Liszt had once seen

in Pisa. Appropriately enough, Liszt chose to construct his work as a vividly virtuosic set of variations

on the Dies Irae (Day of Wrath) plainchant from the mass for the dead. 
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Mark is also Principal Conductor and Artistic Director of The Welsh Sinfonia. His clear, highly musical

direction and his consummate grasp of musical idioms have developed the ensemble over the past few

years into Wales’s finest chamber orchestra. 

Mark tours extensively worldwide and has annual residencies in Sydney, Melbourne, Cairns and

Tasmania. On a recent tour to Melbourne, Mark worked with around 6,000 students both ‘live’ and

streamed worldwide on the internet, to great acclaim.

Kenneth Hamilton was described, after a concerto performance with the St Petersburg State Radio

Symphony Orchestra, as ‘an outstanding virtuoso - one of the finest players of his generation’

(Kommersant Daily, Moscow), by the New York Times as ‘a performer full of energy and wit’; by the

Singapore Straits Times as ‘a formidable virtuoso’, and by Tom Service in The Guardian as

‘pianist/author/lecturer and all-round virtuoso’, Kenneth Hamilton performs worldwide as a recitalist,

concerto soloist and broadcaster. 

A student of the Scottish composer-pianist Ronald Stevenson, Kenneth has appeared frequently on

radio and television in Britain, the US, Germany, Canada, Australia, Turkey, and Russia, most recently

as soloist in a performance of Chopin’s first piano concerto with the Istanbul Chamber Orchestra on

Turkish Television, and as pianist and presenter for the television programme Mendelssohn in

Scotland, broadcast in Europe and the US by Deutsche Welle Channel. He is a familiar voice on BBC

Radios 3, 4, BBC Radio Wales, and the World Service, and has numerous festival engagements to his

credit, including a memorable recreation of Liszt’s 1847 concerts in Constantinople for the Istanbul

International Festival; performances of works by Chopin and Liszt on historical pianos at the Cité de la

Musique, Paris; recitals for the Beethoven/Mozart/Bach/and Brahms Unwrapped Festivals at London’s

Kings Place Concert Hall; appearances at the South Bank Centre, Edinburgh International Festival,

BBC Proms, festivals in the US and Korea; and annual concerts at the Singapore Esplanade. 

Kenneth joined Cardiff University as Professor of Music in 2012. He has written extensively on the

works of Liszt, Chopin and Wagner, and on piano performance, both for scholarly publications and for

newspapers such as The New York Times. His last book, After the Golden Age: Romantic Pianism

and Modern Performance (Oxford University Press), quickly became a classical music bestseller in

America, and was the subject of well over forty articles and reviews worldwide. Welcomed as ‘full of wit

and interest, and written with passion’ by Charles Rosen (Times Literary Supplement) and as ‘a

wonderful book’ by James Fenton (The Guardian), it was a 2008 Daily Telegraph Book of the Year in

the UK, a recipient of an ARSC award in the US, and a CHOICE Outstanding Academic Title for 2009.
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Each variation depicts a scene illustrated by Orcagna, with, for example, lovers (the major key

variation), priests (a fugal variation, amusingly marked ‘canonique’: that is, not just a musical ‘canon’—

a strict type of fugue—but also a ‘canon’, or priest of the church) and noblemen out on a hunt (a

section of horn fanfares) all touched by the skeletal hand of death. As usual for Liszt, however, this

original, thrilling, at times bizarre, piece went through various versions before it reached a form that

satisfied the composer. The first versions (for piano and orchestra) also featured the plainchant de

profundis clamavi ad te, Domine (From the depths I cry to you, O Lord) along with the Dies Irae, and

the work consequently ended with a battle for supremacy between the two themes. Liszt eventually

rejected this more ‘optimistic’ finale in a further version finished in the early 1860s—a period of great

personal despair for him, which saw  the premature deaths of his son Daniel and daughter Blandine.

The work now closed in a darkly riotous triumph of death, all references to de profundis having been

eliminated. 

But Totentanz was more or less ignored for well over a decade after its 1865 premiere in The Hague

(the soloist was Liszt’s student Hans von Bülow)—except, interestingly enough, in Russia, where its

garishly dissonant verve was mightily admired by Balakirev, Rimsky-Korsakov, and many others.

Accordingly, when the young Russian pianist Alexander Siloti auditioned for Liszt in the early 1880s,

he chose Totentanz as his test piece. Liszt was pleased both by Siloti’s playing, and by his choice of

repertoire. He supplied Siloti with some significant revisions to the work, which he had devised after

hearing earlier performances given by his pupils Julius Zarembski and Martha Remmert. These

revisions remained unpublished during Liszt’s lifetime, and eventually appeared in print, edited by

Siloti, in 1911, the centenary of the Liszt’s birth. This edition was largely ignored in the succeeding

century, under the erroneous belief that the revisions were Siloti’s own. On the contrary, however, they

represent the composer’s final thoughts on one of his most thrilling works. 

Mark Eager is an exciting conductor with a wide breadth of knowledge in the orchestral field.

Underpinning this is his experience as a world-class player, having worked full time with the BBC

National Orchestra Wales from 1993 to 2006. 

Mark was appointed Conductor of Cardiff University Symphony Orchestra in 2008 and constantly

enjoys the thrill of inspiring students. Under his baton the orchestra is achieving significant educational

and musical success, including considerable acclaim for performances of Tchaikovsky's 6th

Symphony and Mahler's 1st Symphony in particular. He is often praised for his mature understanding,

thoughtful musicianship and command of the orchestra:

• ‘stunning and brilliantly realised’ (The Guardian) 

• ‘an intelligently conducted, vibrant performance’ (musicweb international)

• ‘Eager held the orchestra with poise and elegance’ (The Western Mail)
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